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Chapter 1: Starting your journey 

 

Learning to talk to animals is a childhood dream, if not fantasy. Then, when you realize it as an adult in 

your late 40s, it is life-changing. 

Yes, you read it correctly – we can and we do communicate with animals, it’s just most of us don’t know 

it! Every feeling, thought, and intention we have has energy with its own frequency. Communicating 

with animals telepathically is like tuning into a radio. With all living beings, we can tune-in with those 

energies- that is the connection; the communication and it is REAL! 

What is just as incredible, yet totally true, is that it is easy to relearn it. We were all born with this ability 

or “gift”, so it is not a case of learning it as revisiting it! 

Now, you have read this far….let’s start by revisiting….and start talking to animals again! 
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2. How I began my journey 

I was visiting my family in August 2010 in England. One day in Scarborough, on the Yorkshire coast, I 

spent an hour or so just looking for a book which I could read on the plane back: a book of animal stories 

such as James Herriot. I came across one which caught my attention and the preface was written by a 

vet and so I thought this was the book for me. However, when I returned to Canada, I found it wasn’t 

about vets healing animals, but about an animal communicator who spoke to animals. Her name was 

Pea Horsley and the book, Heart to Heart. It led me to this. I would have left it at there for a while, but 

then my beloved German Shepherd/Husky cross Thunder, passed away in October 2011 and this was 

the catalyst for me to go back to communicating with animals. 

When I began again to talk with animals of course I thought it was just me, my memories coming back to 

me. I thought I was just making it up, guessing it. The best way for you to get into this wonderful world 

of communicating with animals or to reassure those already revisiting it, is for me to go through some 

case studies from March to July 2012. 

It all began by flying to Minnesota to attend an animal communication session given by Joyce Leake, the 

founder of Animal University. I flew all the way from Toronto to Brainerd’s Spirit of the Horse Centre. It 

was to be an awesome weekend opener to communicating with animals. 

It began, naturally, with a horse. I remember Joyce giving us some basic details such as name, gender, 

who owned the horse and that was it. Joyce then said, ”Glen, what do you get?” It was a great exercise 

in accepting what you get first time. I had no choice. I got an image of a horse, a male horse with a 

crown. Bizarre? Maybe to us, but the animal sent that. Don’t blame me! You are thinking, “But where is 

the verification?” Luckily, the horse’s owner was right there in the seminar and yes, her horse was a 

proud horse who has just won a championship! I thought this was interesting. I am letting the animal do 

the work for me, anyway, what have I to lose? If it is true, we can communicate with animals and all we 

do is to trust what we receive, then why question it? Remember, we are telling that logical policeman in 

our brain to take a vacation for now, it’s time for our intuition to return to the stage! 

As humans, we are shy about asking for help. We are stubborn, darn stubborn and proud. Animals don’t 

go for egos, you have to be humble, much more humbler and accepting than we have been for so long. 

One colleague at this seminar used one of the barn cats, Max to help her communicate. She gave such a 

vivid, accurate presentation of what she received through the cat. Then, I tried it. 

I put my hand on Max’s back and asked if he could help me communicate and let me receive 

information from the dog. The word “help” is so important and such an effective word to use - animals 

respond marvelously to this request. Within a few seconds, I was watching a movie of a kitchen: I saw 

the Yorkshire Terrier’s kitchen floor as it was and is, a patterned one, there was a vacuum cleaner with a 

blue cloth hanging from its top and the terrier in my movie jumped on Vi’s lap and said, ”I love you!” Yes, 

her dogs are now together and quite happy. The information I relayed almost blew Vi away and gave me 

amazing verification. It is this kind of trust you need and with verification, the dam really bursts.  
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A few short weeks later, I befriended a wild squirrel called Sam. I thought he was a male for some 

reason and so named him “Sam”. He turned out to be female as within a few weeks, she (now), had 

given birth to two beautiful babies. I made a short movie of the three of them by the bushes. Anyway, 

Sam came by almost every day, sometimes more than once as I was feeding her hazelnuts and 

Californian walnuts! I lived at that time, on the third floor, so she had to climb a good way to reach the 

balcony, well actually, the inside of my living room, as I often left the balcony door open! Yes, she really 

came into my sitting room and to my chair when I was sitting on it, taking nuts from me my hand. I 

wanted to test my intuitive a little bit with her, a wild animal, about whom I knew little. Whenever I 

spoke to her, she only mentioned she loved nuts…and yes, more nuts. One morning, she wasn’t there, in 

fact, she hadn’t been for a few days and I telepathically communicated with her: I told her that I had put 

some nuts out on the living room floor for her. I left the room and came back about ten minutes later 

and she was there, munching away! Yes, she had heard me! When I told Joyce this, she asked me why 

would I doubt my abilities? 

 It is true, you have to accept; just put that policeman, who is controlling your logic into part-time 

retirement! Several months on, I remembered Thunder’s passing. A few hours before he passed, he had 

been energetic and eager to go for a walk and got his pet squirrel Sammy as he wanted to show me how 

excited he was. Had Thunder given me a sign here through the real Sam, the squirrel, that he was happy 

and excited about the work I was doing? The instant “YES” sign I get just proves it….  

 

Remember, we are a bit slow at accepting and sometimes slow to deliver, so when it is rapid, it is our 

natural intuition at play – there’s validation for you. Once you have accepted that, you have sown the 

first seed; now you can start to blossom! 

Remember, when we began to learn to swim? Those first tentative steps into the water, wearing of arm 

bands to support us….for sure, they gave us support and reassurance that we would be okay, just like 

“grounding” enables us to feel we are connecting with an animal and “doing the right thing”. Only when 

we took those arm bands off and we took our first strokes for ourselves did our own confidence soar 

and we felt we REALLY were swimming, because we REALLY were. It was the same with animal 

communication for me. After going through the stages of grounding, trying to meditate and “connect” I 

felt more secure. At least, I was doing the right thing. However, it was only when I began to accept 

everything coming to me and began asking the animal “why this?”, and “why that?” did my confidence 

increase. Yes, I felt a bit cocky I guess and I wanted to know more than merely take what was given to 

me. You see, animals want to communicate with us and they like giving information as well as giving of 

themselves.  

It is the leap of faith really which you need and only YOU can provide it….we are authors of those arm 

bands…now it’s your turn! 

Just accept and validate. Here is an example of a communication I did recently. It was with a dog in spirit. 

This is one of the most reassuring communications you could ever do…what joy and reassurance it 

brings to the animal person.  
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Whenever we begin to communicate with animals, we need reassurance that we are actually 

communicating with them and are not normally merely making it up, or that we are reading our “own” 

thoughts. Yes, reassurance is what one needs from time to time. It is so important we get it too when 

our animals pass on. 

My own dog, Thunder, who I found on a native reserve in northwestern Ontario, passed away in 

October 2011. I had had him for eight years. In that time, he taught me everything which is important in 

this world: unconditional love (he even waited for me to come home before he passed away!), 

forgiveness, trust, and how to relax and enjoy the moment and the blessings of life. He was a German 

Shepherd/ Husky cross and displayed the characteristics of both breeds: loyalty, intelligence, and a free 

spirit too.  

You can imagine my anguish then, when he was no longer physically with me. It was unbearable. I had to 

find out how he was and that he was still with me somehow. That’s when I began to find out about 

animal communication.  

Shortly after Thunder had passed over, I communicated with an animal communicator. She told me that 

Thunder had shared with her that he had seen me in his future. He saw me come into his physical life 

before it actually happened. Therefore, that makes me feel that my dog foresaw that we were going to 

be together in each other’s lives before it happened. 

Then I attended one of Joyce’s workshops in Brainerd, Minnesota in March. It was one of the most 

wonderful weekends of my life. I not only learned so much but got verification too! 
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3. Apple of my Eye 

Yes, I got reassurance that Thunder is with me, as he will always be with me and with the ability that 

Joyce had reawakened in me, I could help reassure others too about their loved ones who had passed 

on.  

One such case happened a few days ago. A lady named Jodi, a compassionate lady who helps rescue 

dogs from northern reserves in Ontario, Canada, had recently lost her dog, Brandi. She had had her for 

some 11 years. They were inseparable. On hearing this, I immediately sent Jodi names of reputable 

Animal Communicators. She hadn’t got round to it. She was not quite sure whether she believed in it or 

not. I had told her that I had been to a workshop and was quite an eye-opener. She listened with 

interest and this helped to lighten her heart. However, not an hour went by, without her thinking about 

her beloved dog. She was riddled with guilt: Should I have been with her more? Did I neglect her and 

focus too much on other dogs? etc. 

We’ve all been through it and yes we need that reassurance. Well, just last month, I got that 

reassurance about being able to get through to animals and yes, Jodi, got that vital reassurance too, that 

Brandi was right there. I have even shivers writing these very words. I am in Toronto and it is in the 80s, 

feeling like the high 90s! 

It all happened by chance on Facebook. We were chatting one evening and I asked if she wanted me to 

communicate with Brandi. She asked me what she had been doing that day. I didn’t even do any 

grounding (whereby you go through the process of meditating); I just went straight into it! I had a photo 

of Jodi and Brandi by the lake near to where they live. I asked Brandi if I could communicate with her 

and immediately I got a “Yes!” I didn’t get any words, but images. First, I got Jodi with a pack of dogs. 

Jodi responded by saying yes, Brandi is “bang on!” She had been walking five dogs earlier in the day.  

Okay, that is not surprising for a woman who rescues dogs and has several in her back yard. However, 

what comes next, is VERIFICATION for both of us (shivers, again!). I then got a picture of a basket of 

green pears. It was very clear: a brown light weight basket full of green pears. I thought, “Does this 

mean Jodi isn’t eating healthy?” Big mistake, I was interpreting, and that is for the animal person to 

deduce! Jodi responded by saying that Brandi was spot on again: She had just been out to buy……PEAR 

biscuits! I could have given Jodi a big hug as I was elated! I then got another basket of fruit. This time, it 

was a basket of green apples and then straight after that, a basket of red apples, they looked so 

succulent. The pears had gone, as the message had been received. Jodi couldn’t make this out. The very 

next day, though, she emailed me to tell me: Of course, the apples: I had always said to Brandi that she 

was “the apple of my eye!” 

Jodi was much comforted by this and by other chats I have had since with Brandi. For me and for Jodi, 

we both got our reassurance. Of course, Brandi had been there all along with Jodi. Love connects 

through energy in such wonderful ways. I learned to accept: “don’t look a gift horse in the mouth”, rings 

so true here. I really shouldn’t have racked my brains trying to work out what the message means. It was 

not my role: it’s the role of the animal person. We, animal communicators, are the bridge between 

animals and people. Just connect. 
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Animals send us images we, the animal person, can identify with and it may not resonate with the 

animal communicator. For me, whenever I ask my dog, Thunder how he thought about something I had 

done such as rescuing yet another dog from the reserve, I get images which he knows I can identify with. 

The last one I got was just today. I had asked him about how he felt that I had got Jasmine, a black lab 

puppy off of the reserve and he sent me an image of “Super” from the hotel image “Super 8”. I had 

stayed in such a hotel during part of my stay in Sacramento, California during my animal communication 

studies there. You see? Just connect! I am getting a little older now and I cannot think that fast, but my 

intuition side never ages!  

Is it me or the dog? Must be asked many times by beginners and sometimes by those who are a little 

more advanced too! While I was writing this e-book, I was teaching on a native reserve where there are 

many stray dogs needing a forever home. Last school year, I managed to rescue thirty-nine dogs and all 

of them have found loving homes. It isn’t easy: the community is plagued with dog shoots, so I need to 

hurry to get them on a plane to safety. The weather can be a hazard too…low ceiling due to cloud, 

finding a reliable person or vehicle to get me and the dogs to the airport, coaxing local agents to get the 

dogs on the plane even though I pay to get them out. I therefore, often turned to Thunder to let me 

know if a certain dog will get out and when. Always, and I mean always, he told me. I got the image of a 

desk calendar, the paper one with red numbers on for dates. He sent me that image. I may get a 

Tuesday or even a tomorrow, and of course, the next dog gets on the plane that day, despite earlier 

cancellations due to mechanical error, bad weather etc. It’s wonderful. I have to accept it is Thunder and 

not me….as I would get it wrong and doubt too much! 
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4. Be Aware and ….Trust it! 

Just a moment ago, I watched a movie I had made of me and the dogs crossing a frozen lake on a native 

reserve in northern Canada. I remember it well as it was -30c, but no wind chill and it reminded me of 

crossing a similar frozen one on another reserve a couple of years ago. One dog, Wolfie, I got quite 

attached to and would always lead the way across the lake. It was one of the best feelings I had to have 

him flown off to Thunder Bay, Ontario to his forever home. I hadn’t heard about him for some time so 

when I arrived back I gave his mom a call. I had to look up his number. I opened the phone book and her 

name came at me straightaway. My dog, Thunder, was smiling….almost every time I call Wolfie’s mom 

(9 times out of 10) she is not there. The phone rang 7 times and then she answered it! The image of a 

smiling Thunder came to me again. People might say it was just sheer chance, but the fact that, a smiling 

dog dear to me appeared without thinking about him then and at those two times is significant…you 

have to be aware that animals are helping us and letting us know those in spirit, are close, very close us. 

Not only that, but you have to trust what you receive. Remember, you have to leave the logical side of 

the brain alone and allow your intuitive side to shine through…believe me……it’s there waiting to reopen 

up for you. Keep smiling Thunder! 

By the way, during one of Joyce Leake’s monthly mentor teleconferences when we were discussing trust 

what you get, I suddenly came up with a phrase and then immediately, an image of Thunder. His phrase 

summed up the teleconference and this section of the book in a nutshell: 

“Trust what you feel; ignore what you think!” 
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5. Telepathy! 

It is all about telepathy - the exchange of mental thoughts and it is real, it happens all the time. 

Before we practice with animals, let’s practice with an object. 

 

Here is what you do: work in pairs. One person tells the other to think of something, say, water. Ask the 

person to close their eyes and think of water, imagine you have water in your heart centre. After a 

minute or so when the receiver is quiet, tell that person that you are going to send images of water, 

without telling him/her what they are, obviously - it could be a waterfall, a lake, a bottle of mineral 

water….just send those images to the person slowly. 

 

After  2-3 minutes tell the person to open their eyes and ask him/her what they received, perhaps they 

wrote them down…but you can validate or get validation. 

You can do this with colours too. Colours are great as there are associations with emotions and getting 

emotions from an animal can be a real confidence booster and wonderful validation. 

You could do it with numbers…sending images of number plates, cards, clocks, watches, dates…etc. 

It makes for a great party game and something to pass the time waiting for that bus, street car or 

subway train! 
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6. Accept what the animal sends you 

There will be times when you think that, you simply are not connected to the animal and that the 

information you receive is “incorrect”. This was the case once when I was chatting with a dog and when 

I received feedback from the animal person, I felt I hadn’t really connected. The description of the back 

yard was, well, I felt embarrassed…because the animal person had no back yard! Perhaps, I had got the 

wrong animal or I was on a wild goose chase. However, a day later, the same person had communicated 

with her dog and he said that he had showed me “Charley’s yard”! You see, what you receive is “correct” 

in that the animal is showing you something he wants you to see. It’s like asking someone a question 

and you feel they are not answering the question, when in actual fact, they are. It is just not being 

answered the way you had initially wanted.  

 

Getting validation like this (being shown “Charley’s Yard”) is indeed a real boost to your confidence and 

always ask the animal person for further clarification or ask them to communicate with their own animal. 

You may have to even teach them to do it! Wouldn’t that be fun? Yes, we can all teach it too. Let’s go to 

the animal communication classroom and see how it is done! Are you ready? Then, let’s go… 
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7. Working with it…. 

 

First of all, relax….meditate… 

 

Now, open your chakras (these are energy centres which have different functions, some allow for your 

intuition to work better and be open to communication) - a great website to find out about them is this 

one: 

   http://www.chakraenergy.com/ 
 

Now open the top chakra which is your crown chakra, at the crown of your head and imagine white light 

is flowing into it and slowly fills your entire body as if milk is filling a bottle full of milk!  

Take your time, now ground yourself more by imagining bean sprouts are literally sprouting from the 

soles of your feet into the ground, into the centre of the Earth. You are now grounded and connected 

with nature, with the universe. 

Ask for universal knowledge above your head to bring in information about the animal you are about to 

communicate with. Ask for white light to come into your head. Light is information; this is universal 

information! 

You don’t need much information about the animal, just basically, the name, the type, age of the animal, 

its gender, whether (s)he has been spayed/neutered or not. 

Now imagine you are face to face with your animal and ask him/her for permission to communicate. Ask 

for help and that you are learning to communicate with all living beings. Asking for help is a plus as 

animals /spirits like to have the opportunity to help us. 

Once you have done that, then you can begin the steps in sending information to your animal friend. 

Many thanks here to Marta Williams, a very good animal communicator and teacher, whose permission 

to use her method here is greatly appreciated. It is slightly amended, that’s all. Marta, taught me 

everything she teaches during her one week workshop at her ranch in California. I practiced teaching 

animal communication at a Humane Society one Sunday in May 2012. Here is how you can do it: 

 

 

 

http://www.chakraenergy.com/
http://www.chakraenergy.com/
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This is how to send information intuitively… 

 

Step 1: Pick an animal. 

Step 2: Think of a quality (s)he has that you admire. 

Step 3: Make a sentence in your head. 

Step 4: Now, close your eyes. 

Step 5: Form the sentence - hold it in your head, keep a clear focus on it… 

Step 6: Open your heart, as if two doors open outwards on your heart and… 

Step 7: Send it through the air (as if it is going from one end of a clothes line to another), to where the 

animal is - to the heart of the animal 

Step 8:  Set the INTENTION the animal receives it and imagine the animal receiving it. 

 

You can do the same method for a feeling, a picture, or a mental movie (as in slide show) in place of a 

sentence. 

I then remembered surprising the students by turning the tables by saying to the students to “Ask your 

animal if (s)he has a message for YOU!” 

Step 1: What is your message for me? 

Step 2: Quickly, write down, what you get - don’t stop and think about it. What flashes through your 

mind,  goes on paper right away! 

 

Students got messages! 9/14 students told me they got something. They included: 

“I’m busy, I love you.” 

“Take care of my brother.” 

“Why are you leaving me at home?” 

“I can hear you; I’ll guide you!” 

“Food.” 

“Off leash hike.”  
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I wrote down all the answers on the white board. It was great. We then tuned in as a class to three 

animals at the Society and tried to get homes for them. 

 

Key words for all students: 

INTENTION 

PRACTICE 

 

You have to have the intention that your animal receives whatever you are sending. 

You have to practise as much as you can. Keep a log book of all the animals you have 

communicated….try 10 per week. Also, try to get validation from people who know the animals well. 

This serves to increase your own confidence and will allow you to KNOW that you are using the correct 

side of your brain now and are very intuitive, and yes, IT IS THE “DOG”, you are communicating with! 
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8. GETTING VALIDATION…. 
 

In animal communication, especially when you are just setting out and cannot decide whether you are 

just making it all up or you really are getting something from an animal, you need validation. 

 

 

 

 

You need a person there: a teacher, the animal person or someone with some authority and knowledge 

who can verify what you are receiving. 

Try to communicate with up to ten animals per week - jot down straightaway what you receive, without 

thinking about it (again rest that policeman/woman in your thinking head!) and just enjoy it, allowing 

what flows in, be accepted by YOU. 

The more validation you receive, the more trusting and confident you become. Then, you will know it is 

not you merely making it up…it is for real…as it truly is. 

 

 

 

 

 

To allow you to practise, and for you to get validation, you can practise on some of my animals. They 

include family pets, past and present as well as some dogs I managed to rescue from native reserves in 

northwestern Ontario, Canada. 
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For each animal, I will give you the type, gender, age, spay/neuter information and that is all. 

You can find feedback in the appendix. 

 

Animal #1: Thunder, who has been helping you throughout this book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biography: Male, neutered, German Shepherd/Husky cross, passed over just a few weeks short of his 9th 

birthday. He came to me when he was almost 1 year old. 

Write: 

 First Impressions 

 Likes 

Any other information which comes to you. 
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Animal #2: Chester. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biography: Male, neutered, German Shepherd/Husky cross, born Fall of 2011. 

Write: 

 First Impressions 

 Any habits he has 

 His “world” before he left the native reserve and his “world” after it. Get as many details as you 

can such as the description of the two different environments. 
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Animal #3: Wolfie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biography: Male, neutered Mixed Breed, born Fall 2009. 

Write: 

 First Impressions 

 His environment when he lived on the reserve (2009-2011)….try to probe and get as many 

specifics as you can 

 Describe his new family “pack”, the environment in which he lives now 
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Appendix: 

Answers: 

 

Thunder  

Very intelligent and full of love – like a big bear. He was (and is) very compassionate and very aware. 

I found Thunder the first day I arrived on a native reserve in northwestern Ontario and used to follow 

me to school every day. I was on the reserve for five years and he was my sole companion. 

He loved being in nature with me, going for walks which he called “big adventures”. 

He loved to lie on the sofa next to me. 

He was happy being the only dog, liked it that way. 

He tolerated other dogs around me; wasn’t over fussed about them. 

 

 

Chester  

Chester is a smart dog who loves comfort and one-on-one attention. I met him when I went back to the 

same reserve I found Thunder. This was almost one year after Thunder had passed. Like Thunder, I met 

Chester on my first day. He was outside the Chester Fried Chicken outlet and that is why he is called 

“Chester”; he had already been named by community members. 

He likes the company of other dogs, doesn’t like the cold, especially the extreme cold where he was in 

the north. 

He loves going for walks and getting treats. I can never open a packet of treats without him coming up 

to me to see what they are. It is hard to say no. He is obedient though and learns quickly. 

He loves his “love seat”; lying on the sofa just like Thunder used to. 

Recently, he has stopped eating his dried food in the morning, just like Thunder, who didn’t eat in the 

morning. I am wondering if he is mirroring me, as I only take a coffee in the morning! 
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He gets along well with other dogs. He loves going to the dog park and meeting new friends. He loves 

digging and he yelps as soil flies past him. 

His appetite is great. He eats almost anything, though I like to prepare my own, organic dog food. 

 

 

Wolfie  

Wolfie is another dog I rescued from a different native reserve in Ontario, Canada. I came across him 

when he was a very young puppy in the middle of winter. He used to come up to me and Thunder while 

we were walking home at lunchtime. Within a short time, he came all the way home with us for warm 

meals and skimmed milk drinks and stayed with us for almost one and a half years. In the spring of 2011 

I had him flown out to his forever home in Thunder Bay, Ontario. His foster mom fell in love with him 

and he has a great home now. 

He has a fair-sized backyard with trees, a good lawn, and plenty of toys such as his soft toys, bones, 

kongs etc. He had problems at first being left alone when his mom went to work, destroying the blinds 

etc. It was only because he couldn’t see outside. Since then, he has been fine. He has a girlfriend, a 

husky dog and is often at camp and enjoying his life. 

He gets along well with other dogs including Chester when we visited at Christmas. He loves him mom 

and is often seen close to her. 

He is an intelligent, fun-loving dog.  

 

Good Luck to all of you on your own journey! 
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